


































15.81926060335
Браслет из серебра
с янтарем

15.81

928040021AC4.46
Silver pendant with amber





















Silver earrings with amber

Silver ring with amber





Silver pendant with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver earrings with amber

Silver earrings with amber

Silver bracelet with amber

Silver necklace with amber

Silver earrings with amber

6.12









Silver ring with amber

Silver bracelet with amber





920040053aa

920041052aa

929041052ad

1.97

3.72

5.82
Silver earrings  with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver ring with amber



927041055aa
Silver broach with amber

5.02



4.59928041067ab
Silver pendant with amber

















Silver earrings with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver pendant with amber



3.89
Silver pendant with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver earrings with amber



Silver pendant with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver earrings with amber









Silver earrings with amber

5.54

7.54

920041089aa

929041089aa

Silver ring with amber







2.07928041094AB

Silver broach with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver earrings with amber

Silver pendant with amber















Silver ring with amber

Silver earrings with amber

Silver bracelet with amber

















Silver ring with amber

Silver earrings with amber

Silver bracelet with amber



















Silver earrings with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver bracelet with amber

Silver pendant with amber







Silver broach with amber

Silver earrings with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver pendant with amber







Silver ring with amber

Silver pendant with amber

Silver earrings with amber



15.17

4.20

2.64

926040314ab

920041314ca

920041314aa

Silver earrings with amber

Silver bracelet with amber

Silver ring with amber











15.81

2.57

3.15

4.77

926060335

920061335аа

927061335аа

929061335аа

Silver ring with amber

Silver bracelet with amber

Silver earrings with amber

Silver broach with amber





















Silver earrings  with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver pendant with amber

7.88

3.17

4.11





929040421ab

920040421ba11.43

20.16

Silver  ring  with amber

Silver earrings  with amber



Silver earrings with amber

Silver ring with amber

Silver broach with amber

Silver pendant with amber









2.07

2.07928040547ab

928042547ab

Silver pendant  with amber

Silver pendant
with gilding and amber


